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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mikolay and Julia live in the same neighbourhood and attend school together on 

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Every other weekend, they attend a special 

Magical Weekend School for children with magical abilities. Julia really likes school. 

She is one of the top students. But Mikolay, unlike Julia, wouldn’t mind at all if there 

weren’t as many Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays! He doesn’t mind the weekend 

school because he is allowed to do lots of magic, which he really likes and is very 

good at.  

When Mikolay and Julia are not at school, they usually go exploring and adventuring. 

Mikolay’s and Julia’s mummies are both witches and are in charge of fixing things.  

Mikolay and Julia don’t quite know what the job involves but it must be hard 

because both mummies don’t spend much time at home, which gives Mikolay and 

Julia plenty of opportunities to explore. 

 

Mikolay Has a Secret  

-“Mum says that if I don't improve my marks next month, she will take my wand 

away”, announced Mikolay woefully as he crashed onto  the sofa and ate some 

banana chips. 

-“I told you, you should read more”, replied Julia, who was on the floor, waving her 

legs up in the air while reading yet another huge book. 

-“But I don’t like reading!!!” – Mikolay really liked Julia, but he was getting tired of 

constantly being lectured by her. 

-“But you like magic. How can you learn complex spells if you don’t want to read?” 

Julia kept on asking.  

 

-“You could read it to me. That would save me loads of time”, said Mikolay and 

quickly added, “I would do it for you.”  

It was so unlike Mikolay to refuse learning new aspects of magic and his resistance 

was a little surprising warring to Julia. She put her book down and sat up straight. 

 

-“Mikolay, what is the matter?” She asked in her sweet, concerned voice. 

-“Nothing, why?” Mikolay replied and grabbed the first book, he could find, off the 

shelf. But Julia was never one to give  up easily. Besides, she had a feeling that 

Mikolay wasn’t telling her the whole truth. 

-“Mikolay”, started Julia, “putting on” her most serious voice ever. “The two of us 

are bestest friends so we really shouldn’t have any secrets from one another. I 

always tell you everything.”  

-“Well... it’s nothing.” 

-“Mikolay?” 
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- “I don’t want to talk about this!!!” Mikolay  cried out. Luckily, when needed, Julia 

could be as stubborn as he was. 

- “Why?” 

- “Because... because... I’m ashamed.” The last two words coming out almost as a 

whisper. 

- “Mikolay, we are best friends forever. I think it counts for something, don’t you?”  

- “I... I don’t really like reading because… because all the letters look blurry to me 

and I get very confused”, Mikolay blurted out. He immediately looked away just in 

case he started to cry. 

- “Oh…” sighed Julia. “Why didn’t you say anything to your mummy? I know she 

would help.” 

- “Well..., I don’t want her to think that I’m stupid”, said Mikolay, while still looking 

away. 

- “Mikolay, don’t be silly. Your mummy would never think that. Actually, no one 

thinks you are stupid.” Julia thought that Mikolay was just being childish.  

- “You see, my mummy is clever and my daddy is clever, too, and...” Mikolay blushed 

this time, “... you are the most clever person I know.” 

Now it was Julia's turn to blush. For a moment or two, she didn’t really know what to 

say. 

- “Oh, that is why you don’t like reading, isn’t it?” Julia was feeling very sorry for 

Mikolay and knew she had to help him no matter what. He was her best friend and a 

very gifted young wizard, even if he wasn’t the best reader. 

- “Yes”, admitted a resigned Mikolay. “But you have to promise not to tell our 

mummies or daddies about my secret. Promise!” 

- “I promise”, said Julia in earnest. She even raised her right hand up and crossed her 

heart. 

- “Double promise with sugar on top?” Mikolay had to make sure that his secret was 

going to stay that way. 

- “Double promise with double sugar on top”, said Julia emphatically. “But you do 

realize we have to do something about this, right?” Julia’s mind was already busy 

coming up with “the plan”. 

- “I know. Do you have any suggestions?” Mikolay finally turned around to look at 

her. Of course, he didn’t want to be the boy who couldn’t read and couldn’t go to 

magical school. But he didn’t know where to start and he really didn’t want people 

to know about his shameful secret. 

- “Well, first we ought to go to the optician to check your eyes. You know, maybe 

you just need reading glasses”, suggested Julia lightly. 

- “Wow, how come I didn’t think of going to the otpician?” Mikolay cheered up a bit. 

- “Optician, Mikolay, not otpician”, Julia corrected him. "However the real question is 

how we are going to get to the optician without grown-ups and be taken seriously”, 

she  wondered aloud. 

- “Perhaps we could ask the school nurse to check my eyes. This way we will have 

some leads and will know if my eyes are giving me the trouble. Then I’d just go and 

tell mummy and daddy that I need glasses”, suggested Mikolay, who was really 

brilliant at solving unsolvable problems. 

- “Great, that is an excellent idea!” declared Julia. 
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The next day at school, Mikolay & Julia went to the school nurse and explained to 

her that Mikolay was having some problems with his eyes and needed them 

checked. The nurse was very nice and understanding about the whole situation and 

Mikolay’s concern. She did some simple tests on Mikolay’s eyes, but to his 

disappointment, she found no reason why they were hurting. In fact, it turned out 

that his sight was super duper brilliant. 

 

- “You see, it’s not my eyes”, said Mikolay, when the two of them were finally on 

their way back home. Julia had never seen him so sad before. 

- “There must be something wrong with me. I don’t even understand why you want 

to be friends with someone who can’t read.” 

- “Mikolay, friendships are not built on people being able to read or not. Friendship 

is really, really liking someone and wanting to spend time with them”, said Julia.  She 

actually felt like crying but knew she needed to stay strong for Mikolay. 

- “Yes, but what if I won’t be able to do any adventuring with you anymore? You will 

find yourself a new best friend,. someone who knows all the letters and stuff.” 

- “I’ll never find a new best friend. You are my bestest friend forever, did you forget 

that? Besides, it was just the first thing we did. I have a few other ideas. I just need 

to get home and flick through my books”, Julia hoped that she was going to find 

some answers soon. 

 

The two of them hurried home, which was a very unusual thing for them to do. 

Usually, their way back from school had more detours and adventures  

When Julia finally got a hold of her books, she went through a few volumes in a 

hurry. Of course, she had read all of them before. Since Mikolay did not want to 

interrupt her, he played a silly game with his wand. 

 

- “I’ve got it!!!” Julia shouted in delight, after only an hour of intense research. 

- “What! What! What!” Mikolay was anxious to know. 

- “I found several spells we could use, and we'll see if your reading improves”, 

announced Julia proudly.  

- “It’s..., it’s actually not only reading but at times writing, too”, admitted Mikolay 

quietly. He thought that he needed to be totally honest with Julia. 

- “Writing?”  

- “I mean I get letters confused. When the teacher asks me where the problem is I 

can’t say because I don’t see that the letters are different from one another”, 

rambled Mikolay. 

- “Oh... let's try the spells anyway and see”, suggested Julia. 

 

She took her wand out and started using her newly discovered spells on Mikolay. 

Mikolay was incredibly patient. He appreciated Julia’s help enormously. He felt very 

bad that he doubted their friendship before. 

After all, now she was breaking the magical school rules for him.  

Most of the spells she wanted to use were very advanced. The students were not 

allowed to use even simple spells – and especially not advanced spells – outside of 

the magical school, just in case they went incredibly wrong. 
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- “Let’s start with the remembering spell. 'Locos povos totusos valanis pompolus' ", 

said Julia three times.  

“Shall we see? Pick up the book, go on”, instructed Julia. Mikolay did what he was 

told but the reading wasn’t any easier than before, and the letters still looked the 

same. 

- “Hmmm, let's try another one, Mikolay. Don’t give up! It’s just the start.” Julia was 

never one to give up easily, especially not when her friend needed her the most. 

 

So, she tried another one, and another one, and another one. In fact, Julia tried all of 

the spells she could find. However none of the spells seemed to be working. Julia 

was becoming more and more desperate, and Mikolay more and more sad. 

 

- “Well, the spells are not working!” Announced Julia after the last one failed. 

- “No kidding. It looks like I’m going to be one of those boys who doesn’t read or 

write. I mean, how useful is reading nowadays, anyway? You can watch all the news, 

and most books are turned into the movies.” 

- “Mikolay!!!” Shouted Julia. “I don’t believe what I’m hearing. You need to be able 

to read and write. We have no other choice but to tell our parents. I’m sure our 

mummies and daddies will come up with something.” 

- “We can’t and we won’t!!! You promised. I’m not giving you the permission to talk 

about this to anyone”, screamed Mikolay and stormed out of the room. 

 

Julia was very upset with Mikolay’s behaviour but she understood his frustration. For 

some reason, he was giving in to the peer pressure for boys to show no weakness. 

She cared for Mikolay too much to let him live his entire life without being able to 

read or write.  

 

When Mikolay & Julia’s mummies arrived home that evening, Julia was ready to 

break the promise she made to Mikolay.  

She thought that being able to read was far more important than the promise she 

made to him. She told their mummies everything about Mikolay’s problem and how 

afraid he was to share his secret with anyone. 

 

After a short discussion, Mikolay & Julia’s mummies told Julia that Mikolay probably 

suffered from dyslexia. Dyslexia is a learning disability that affects reading, writing, 

and sometimes math. They also told Julia that there is no spell that could help to fix 

it.  

 

It turned out that Mikolay’s mummy was also dyslexic and she had learned how to 

read and write and even count. That was fantastic news for Julia because it meant 

that Mikolay could also learn how to read and write. 

 

The next morning, Mikolay’s mummy told Mikolay that she knew about his problem. 

Mummy also shared with him that she used to have problems reading & writing and 

that it was called dyslexia. His mummy also told him that he shouldn’t think that 

there was something wrong with him because there wasn’t.  He was perfect the way 

he was and she loved him like crazy. 
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The same day, instead of going to school, Mikolay went with his mummy to a very 

special place that helps all children trying to overcome the problems dyslexia brings. 

It wasn’t scary. In fact, the place was nice and full of other children Mikolay’s age. 

 

Later that same day Mikolay decided not to be mad at Julia anymore. After all, she 

did everything to help him. He told Julia everything about the special clinic and the 

tests the nice ladies did on him.  

Mikolay also shared with Julia that he would need some help with all the exercises 

he was supposed to do and hoped she could help him. Obviously Julia was extremely 

happy and promised Mikolay she’d help in any way she could.  

 

The two of them went back to being best friends forever once again. 

 

FIND OUT 

 

1. If you ever notice that you have problems learning, reading or writing, don’t 

be scared or ashamed to ask for help. 

2. Find out as much as you can about dyslexia. 

3. Find out how you can help your friends who may suffer from dyslexia. 

4. Never ever laugh at anyone who can’t read or write or who has trouble 

reading or writing.  

5. Find out how you can help kids to get their education in countries that aren’t 

as wealthy as yours. 

 

Copyrightmagdamolchawska2012 

 

To get a free illustrated copy of „Mikolay & Julia Meet The Fairies“ go to: 

http://www.mikolayandjulia.com/meet-the-fairies 

 

To get a copy of „Mikolay & Julia in the Attic“ go to: 

http://www.amazon.com/Mikolay-Julia-In-The-

Attic/dp/1467942723/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1332874776&sr=8-1 

 

For more of Mikolay & Julia Adventures & interactive games check: 

www.mikolayandjulia.com 

 

For more information about Magda M. Olchawska go to: www.magdaolchawska.com  

 

Book cover by Joanna Gniady; Editing: Joseph Corrigan 
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Magda M. Olchawska is an award winning filmmaker and 
author of children books. Most of her story inspirations 
come from her son. 
 
Few short facts from Magda’s life: 
 

- She was born in Poland 
- At the age of 19 Magda left Poland for the UK  
- She is an activist 
- She is also dyslexic  
- She is married to her childhood sweetheart. 

 
 
Magda’s books for children: 
 
“Mikolay & Julia Meet New Friends” 
 
“Moncania” 
 
“Pooh Gets a Beating” 
 
“Mikolay & Julia: Mikolay Has a Secret” 
 
“Mikolay & Julia In The Attic” 
 
“Mikolay & Julia Meet The Fairies” – free of charge to 
download from www.mikolayandjulia.com website 
 
Magda’s books can be found on Amazon as well as her 
website for children www.mikolayandjulia.com  
 
Get in touch with Magda at magda@mayan-films.com 
 
Find out more what Magda has been up to at 
www.magdaolchawska.com  
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